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The All-new KYMCO Like S 125 :
Europe's First Launch

The KYMCO Like scooter series has been so popular due to its fashionable style.
Not only has it become a top seller in Italy and France, but it has also been a
retro trend leader since its creation in 2008. In order to appeal to a greater
number of customers and offer more models with a sporty style, KYMCO will
release the all-new Like S 125 with dynamic technology, performance, control,
and comfort at EICMA 2018 in Milan and expects to win plaudits from riders for
its new look.
The all-new Like S 125 does not only deliver a strong sense of technology and
personality, but also effectively improves driving safety and recognition with the
new design combination of square LED headlight and in-line LED signal lights and
taillight. This new design has become the most impressive feature of the all-new
Like S 125. In addition, the individual sports car styling, double-color cushion,
and three-dimensional body complemented by metal decorative strips exudes
elegance and high class and also cleverly integrates retro, avant-garde, and noble
elements into the all-new Like S 125. Based on considerations to convenience,
comfort, and safety, the all-new Like S 125 is equipped with KYMCO's highly
acclaimed “Noodoe Navigation” navigation system, which only needs to be
connected to a smart phone to display the route guidance on the dashboard,
enabling riders to go on a journey with the assurance that they are traveling
accurately. Furthermore, the large-capacity under seat storage space, glove box,
easy hook, spin pedal and other sweet designs further fulfill the requirements of
daily life and travel.
The brand new designed 4V technology engine provides smooth and linear
output throughout its power band. The roller rocker arm in the engine reduces
friction within the valve driving system. The lightweight cylinder head further
enables the engine to generate ample power throughout the entire spectrum of
speed.

(more)
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The all-new Like S 125 features a horizontal engine hanger design with an
exclusive S.S.C. horizontal suspension system in order to achieve a perfect
balance between body and performance. This impressive design not only
enhances the connection stiffness of the engine and frame but also makes the
direction of the engine hanger the same as the propulsion force, eliminating the
force of the connecting rod striking the vehicle body while accelerating and is
favorable for maintaining the stability of the vehicle body at the moment of exiting
a corner and accelerating instantly. With the combination of a 33mm telescope
front fork with 95mm stroke and a rear three-stage preload adjustable double
shock absorber with 86mm stroke, the rider is given absolute stability and
comfort. The KYMCO engineering team has realized that cobblestone roads are
quite common in Europe, so the all-new Like S 125 uses the front 120/70-12 and
rear 130/70-12 tire sizes, as well as a lightweight and high rigidity front
MT2.75×12 and rear MT3.0×12 aluminum alloy rims with the advanced BOSCH
ABS system gives the rider the best traction and braking control no matter what
surface is ridden on, effectively enhancing dynamic safety.
We believe the all-new Like S 125 will gain much favor at EICMA 2018 and will be
in the spotlight because of its outstanding appearance, increased power, beautiful
and elegant connotations, and superior technology. We hereby invite everyone to
visit the KYMCO booth to enjoy and experience the all-new Like S 125.
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KYMCO Like S 125 Specifications
MODEL NAME

Like S 125

HOMOLOGATION

Euro 4

ENGINE TYPE

OHC, 4 Stroke, 4V. Single cylinder

COOLING SYSTEM

Air cooling

FUEL SYSTEM

Fuel Injection

DISPLACEMENT

124.8 cc

MAX.HORSEPOWER (kW/rpm)

8.45 kW / 8500 rpm

MAX.TORQUE (Nm/rpm)

10 Nm / 6500 rpm

WHEEL DRIVE SYSTEM

CVT

START

Electric

DRY WEIGHT AMOUNT

120 kg

Length x Width x Height

1935 x 690 x 1145 mm

SEAT HEIGHT

790 mm

WHEELBASE

1315 mm

FUELTANK

6.8 Liters

FRONT WHEEL SIZE

110/70-12

REAR WHEEL SIZE

130/70-12

WHEEL MATERIAL

Aluminum Alloy

FRONT SUSPENSION

Telescope

REAR SUSPENSION

Double swing

FRONT BRAKE SYSTEM

Disk

REAR BRAKE SYSTEM

Disk

Note: specification may differ from the actual model available in your area.
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ABOUT KYMCO
KYMCO is one of the global leading powersports brands. KYMCO’s mission is to create personal
vehicles that win the hearts of consumers all over the world. KYMCO always goes above and beyond
to bring to customers the most thoughtful riding experience for everyday life. KYMCO’s current product
range includes scooters, motorcycles, mobility scooters, ATVs and utility vehicles.
You can learn more about KYMCO at www.kymco.com
Company Name
KYMCO Group
KWANG YANG MOTOR CO., LTD.
Head Office
80794 No.35, Wansing St., Sanmin District, Kaohsiung City, TAIWAN
Tel : +886-7-382-2526 (main)
E-mail : service@mail.kymco.com
Established
June 1964
Chairman
Allen Ko
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